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• Much more than just a forklift
• The JCB Teletruk is safe and productive
• Unique forwards reach facilitates loading



the JcB teletruk continues to 

make its mark in many sectors 

as a machine that can replace, 

complement or enhance a fleet of 

masted forklifts. offering unique 

benefits such as forwards reach for 

accurate placement of loads and 

single side loading, carriage tilt for 

enhanced stability and versatility 

and clear forwards visibility for 

enhanced safety the machine is 

helping thousands of businesses 

globally to handle goods 

productively and efficiently; saving 

time and money.

JcB’s new General Manager for 

the JcB teletruk, Nicola Bagworth, 

is based at cecilly Mills in cheadle, 

staffordshire where the truck 

is manufactured and is excited 

at the future prospects for the 

machine in the uk with the recent 

announcement of a change in the 

Annual Investment Allowances. 

You can read more about how 

this can help your business on 

page 4. the machine has 

performed well set against a very 

difficult set of economic conditions 

and the new AIA rules will help 

even more customers to invest 

and reap the benefits.

 

 

 

Our thanks to the visionary 

customers who make use of the 

JCB Teletruk day in, day out that 

have allowed us to share their 

stories with you.

INtroDuctIoN
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A surprise announcement unveiled 

by the chancellor in the autumn 

statement at the end of last year 

will benefit businesses looking to 

invest in plant from 1st January 

2013 to 1st January 2015. the 

temporary increase from £25,000 

to £250,000 represents a massive 

10 fold increase and will enable 

companies making in capital 

expenditure on eligible plant and 

machinery to save £000’s in tax. 

the major benefit of the AIA is to 

allow 100% tax relief in the year 

the capital expenditure is made 

– potentially saving thousands on 

your tax bill and assisting cash flow, 

particularly where the goods are 

bought on hire purchase.

remember when you are planning 

your purchases that, due to the 

January introduction date, only 3/12 

of the full £250,000 is eligible in the 

first calendar quarter this year i.e. 

£62,500 – yet don’t use it and you 

won’t benefit from up to £62,400 

write off during the period. 

If your accounting year runs from 

Jan 1 – then the whole lot can 

be written off in the 2013 financial 

year – as long as enough profits 

are made. For companies whose 

accounting periods are different 

again then the figures will change 

again. our table below illustrates 

4 different examples:

Always check with your financial advisor how the scheme will best work for you.

“This is a very generous increase that will be warmly welcomed by many small businesses. It is an open invitation 

to almost all businesses to invest and get a 20% (or more) subsidy for all their plant and machinery investment.” 

Chartered Institute of Taxation – 5th December 2012.

New! INcreAse IN ANNuAl INvestMeNt 
AllowANce (AIA) thresholD

£250,000
(Jul 2013-Jun 2014)

£125,000
(Jul-Dec 2014)

£125,000
(Jan-Jun 2013)

£250,000
(Oct 2013-Sept 2014)

£62,500
(Oct-Dec 2014)

£187,500
(Jan-Sept 2013)

£250,000
(Jan-Dec 2013)

£250,000
(Jan-Dec 2014)
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Financial
Year End

31st March

30th June

30th September

31st December

Amounts and dates for expenditure in order to maximise the potential tax benefit according to a business’ financial year end

£250,000
(Apr 2013-March 2014)

£62,500
(Jan-March 2013)

£187,500
(Apr-Dec 2014)
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APC Forks – short term, 

flexible approach to 

nationwide rental.

specialist JcB teletruk hire 

company, Apc Forks, has built up 

a hire fleet of 70 high specification 

machines since starting its 

dedicated rental business 4 years 

ago with one used machine. As the 

original and first business in the uk 

to offer machines on flexible hire 

terms, the investment has paid back 

with excellent utilisation rates and 

repeat business. 

stuart hunter spotted the 

opportunity after working with 

the machine at one of JcB’s 

uk dealers. 

“I had a thorough knowledge 

of the machine, the applications 

and attachments and it became 

apparent to me that there was an 

opportunity to hire, rather than 

sell, this machine to customers, 

particularly those that have 

seasonal demand for their goods 

and services. the key to success 

was the ability to offer short hire 

periods – so we offer the machine 

for as little as 3 days and make 

use of rolling contracts. this 

flexibility has very much suited 

our customers and we get a lot of 

repeat business because of it.”

Apc Forks – which is a division of 

Arnold plant hire – supplies the 

machines to customers all over the 

uk in to a variety of market sectors 

– waste & recycling, logistics, 

agriculture, builders merchants, 

garden centres – to name a 

few. Machines are meticulously 

maintained in between hire periods 

to ensure they go out in tip top 

condition for each and every 

rental; as a result customers have a 

high expectation of what they will 

receive. Apc Forks has carefully 

built up great relationships with 

all JcB dealers in the uk – who 

help with parts and servicing 

requirements – enabling them 

deliver on their quality promise. 

the current focus for Apc Forks is 

to build up a fleet of attachments.

“versatility is key to this machine 

so we tailor machine specification 

to each customer. our range of 

attachments currently includes 

buckets, rotators, grapples, bale 

and keg clamps and forks and 

many hirers order a variety of 

these because the teletruk is 

perfect for multi-tasking. the 

changezee carriage fitted to the 

boom makes swapping between 

attachments quick and simple; 

within 30 seconds.”

1000th machine from Gunn 

JCB is bought by APC Forks

with the largest fleet of teletruks 

in the uk it was apt that Apc Forks 

should buy the landmark 1000th 

machine from Gunn JcB – now 

officially the Global number 1 

dealer for the teletruk. 

In a bid to mark the occasion – and 

as part of the company’s corporate 

social responsibility ethos – 

Apc Forks has had the machine 

produced in the distinctive green 

of the Nspcc and will be donating 

the profit from each and every hire 

of the machine to the charity. 

the Nspcc works with vulnerable 

young children throughout the uk 

and its long term goal is to eradicate 

cruelty to children for good. 

reNtAl sector
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“	We	tailor	the	
	 machine	spec	to	
	 each	customer.”

Phil Oldham of 

APC Forks is pictured 

with Sir Anthony Bamford 

after receiving the keys 

to his NSPCC Teletruk



Scottish seafood handling 

made easier with the 

JCB Teletruk.

the pristine waters of the west 

coast of the remote shetland 

Isles are home to some of the 

world’s finest, 100% natural 

rope -cultivated, mussels. one 

of a number of producers on the 

North Isles of scotland, shetland 

Mussels ltd is a leading grower and 

processor offering an unrivalled 

quality product that is not only 

produced for local consumption 

but exported across the world. 

the market for shellfish has 

increased as the health qualities 

have been recognised and mussels, 

in particular, have been endorsed 

as a cost effective, tasty and 

nutritious ingredient in cooking. 

with the growth in business, 

shetland Mussels took the decision 

to re-evaluate the handling needs 

of their operation and opted to 

buy a JcB tlt30 4wD from 

JcB’s scottish dealer, scot JcB. 

the machine was ordered with a 

wastemaster kit - which includes 

trash guards and underbelly 

guards – to protect the machine 

in the salty environment of the 

processing plant. 

As the sole handling machine on 

site, the JcB teletruk undertakes a 

whole host of jobs; loading mussels 

in to the factory, on to freight ships 

and handling of ancillary equipment 

such as rope and floats for the 

fishing vessels. 

Michael tait, Director of shetland 

Mussels, is impressed with the 

capacity of the machine for its size;

“the size of this machine, 

combined with 4wD, means it 

is easy for our drivers to operate 

in tight spaces and it also offers 

greater lift capacity than other 

machines of this size which means 

we can load more quickly. the 

forwards reach boom offers good 

visibility of the load so, in that 

respect, it is also safer and now our 

drivers are accustomed to using the 

JcB teletruk – they too appreciate 

the benefits. 

one of our most important jobs is 

tipping mussels in to the main intake 

hopper and we have found the 

loading height is ideal for this. we 

use a JcB rotator fork attachment 

- which we swap over from forks - 

and that is working very well for us. 

there’s no doubt that the teletruk 

boom gives us the ability to work 

quickly when loading product 

on to lorries at the end of the 

working day to catch the ferry from 

shetland. this is a busy section of 

our day and using this machine has 

made us more efficient”.

the company will source spares 

from scot JcB, who offer a quick 

and efficient parts service, which 

will ensure that there is little 

downtime for the busy truck. By 

additionally protecting the machine 

with waxoyl in the wet and salty 

conditions the company is looking 

forward to many years of service.

FooD sector

Director of Shetland Mussels Ltd, 

Michael Tait, on site with his JCB 

Teletruk. Michael Tait has been 

recently been appointed as the new 

Chairman of the Scottish Shellfish 

Marketing Group (SSMG).
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“	The	Teletruk	offers	greater	
	 lift	capacity	than	other	
	 machines	of	this	size.”



the most frequent fork lift accident 

type involves pedestrians being 

struck or run over by a truck. this 

can happen when workers step 

out from behind obstacles, such 

as lorries parked in a yard, giving 

the operator insufficient time to 

stop. poor visibility and lack of 

space to manoeuvre vehicles are 

contributory factors to accidents. 

help is at hand, however. thanks 

to the unique forwards reach on 

a JcB teletruk vehicles can be 

parked to one side cutting down 

loading space by up to 50% and 

allowing single side loading and 

unloading of delivery wagons. this 

reduces the amount of fork truck 

movements by half and the chance 

of incidents by a similar ratio. the 

space saved can be turned in to 

designated pedestrian walkways that 

separate personnel from vehicles in 

a clearly defined area. Alternatively 

it can be used as additional storage 

or production space. 

superb forward vision comes as 

standard on the machine thanks to 

lack of a conventional vertical mast 

so the operator has a better view of 

what’s in front of him. 

the slimline boom is also designed 

to ensure maximum visibility of 

the load so the operator can see 

the tips of the fork to safely pick 

up pallets when the boom is 

fully retracted.

sAFetY FIrst

2 3 4
Page 2 - Our 4x4’s 
work well in mud, in 
the yard and in the 
dust.

Page 4 -Discover the 
safety benefits of the 
Teletruk.

Page 3 - Review 
of the Teletruk 
range and the key 
specifications.

Contact Brian Kumm 07799 378405 or Julia Drummond on 07836 612795

Extra ProductiveSingle arm safety

Leicester 
(Head Office)

0116 286 3621
Dog and Gun Lane

Whetstone
Leicester
LE8 6LJ

Kidlington
01865 856 200

Unit 8
Station Field Ind. Est.

Kidlington
Oxon

OX5 1JD

Leighton Buzzard
01525 219 090

Unit 4
Greeves Way Ind. Est.

Stanbridge Road
Leighton Buzzard
Beds LU7 4UB

Peterborough
01733 891 691

Oxney Road Ind. Est.
Off Oxney Road,
Eastern Industry
Peterborough

PE1 5YW

Wymondham
01953 857 100

Bridge Estate
Silfield Road

Wymondham
Norfolk

NR18 9AU

welcome

Our Teletruks can be found working 
productively around the world. 
From garden centres and builders 
merchants to waste depots, 
manufacturing and distribution 
centres and even down on the 
farm. With a variety of attachments 
available, movement of goods is made 
simple with the Teletruk.

The Teletruk’s ability to load and unload 
from one side enables a definite 50% 
of yard space to be saved. The space 
can be used for additional storage 
or as pedestrian walkways, keeping 
personnel separate from vehicles.

The JCB Teletruk also offers a solution 
to loading trailers in a lowered bay. 
The reach allowed by the telescopic 
arm solves an awkward task for a 
conventional masted forklift. The JCB 
Teletruk comes into its own when it 
comes to placing loads over obstacles. 
No more shunting around pallets for 
a masted forklift to gain access, just 
simply place across the load and lower 
with the telescopic arm.

The Teletruk is also highly productive 
when it comes to non-palletised loads. 
Boasting the first full tilt carriage 
on a counter-balanced lift truck the 
boom end carriage rotates accurately 
through 111º to pick up, travel and 
discharge loads with perfect control 
and stability.

The most frequent fork lift accident 
types involves pedestrians being struck 
or run over by a truck. This can happen 
when workers step out from behind 
obstacles, such as lorries parked in a 
yard, giving the operator insufficient time 
to stop. Poor visibility and lack of space 
to manoeuvre vehicles are contributory 
factors to accidents. 

The JCB Teletruk, with its absence of 

a conventional vertical mast, boasts 
unrestricted forward vision and offers 
significant safety advantages. 

The Teletruk’s ability to load and unload 
from just one side means that the 
risk of accidents in restricted areas is 
reduced because the number of machine 
movements is halved. Lorries can be 
parked against a wall – instead of in the 
middle of the yard – alleviating space 
problems for other delivery vehicles. Watling JCB is pleased to 

introduce ‘Telegraph’ to you, our 
first brochure dedicated to our 
inspirational Teletruk range.

Launched back in 1997, these fork 
trucks ‘with a difference’ have 
made a name for themselves in a 
wide array of market sectors and 
in a variety of applications.

The JCB Teletruk is the only 
industrial fork lift truck equipped 
with a telescopic boom rather 
than a traditional vertical mast. 
This brings a host of benefits with 
it including single side loading of 
lorries, saving yard space and the 
ability to use extended reach to 
load in to the back of vehicles 
and over obstacles. In busy yards, 
the safety, space-saving and 
productivity benefits are huge. 

Think outside the mast

Now you see them
The absence of a mast on a JCB Teletruk 
means an operator can spot pedestrians 
ahead. The men in the picture are 3.1m 
and 4.4 m respectively (left to right) away 
from the fork tips of the JCB Teletruk. 
With significantly improved forwards 
visibility the operator can clearly see 
pedestrians. 

… now you don’t
But, behind a two stage mast both men 
at exactly the same distance are hidden. 
With a wider 3 stage mast they can be 
closer still – and hidden! Make sure your 
fork lift truck drivers have a clear view 
ahead with the JCB Teletruk.

The Teletruk’s  slimline 
boom is designed 
to ensure maximum 
visibility of the fork tips 
when entering a pallet 
at ground level fully 
retracted.

Room for a view
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As the UK’s number 1 

privately owned brick 

manufacturer in the UK, 

Leicester based Ibstock Brick 

unsurprisingly has impeccable 

Health and Safety credentials.

the company owns 19 sites 

across the uk employing a total 

of 2000 people and producing a 

staggering 900 million bricks per 

year; investing heavily in the best 

tools and equipment for employees 

ensuring a ‘safety first’ policy.

this ethos is applied to sourcing 

mobile plant equipment to work 

across the factories and the 

company has been a long term 

user of the JcB teletruk which 

complements its fleet of masted 

forklift trucks. 

At its south holmwood depot the 

company uses a JcB tlt 35D for 

a variety of niche handling jobs; 

particularly in confined spaces 

both inside and outside the factory 

where excellent manoeuvrability 

is required. 

the job shown here really highlights 

the ability of the machine to get in 

and out of tight spots. the area the 

machine has to operate in here is 

not much longer than the machine 

itself, but thanks to its excellent 

steering angle and narrow width 

the machine can easily manoeuvre 

in to the space to collect a dust skip 

which is then transported outside 

for offloading. the telescopic boom 

can be extended and retracted to 

just the right point to lift the skip 

from the dust compression unit 

for emptying.

the narrow width of the JcB 

teletruk is also ideal for stacking and 

unstacking lev bins inside the brick 

plant along an aisle that has been 

separated from a pedestrianized 

area leaving little room for the truck 

to manoeuvre. 

operator steve vaughan, who has 

worked at Ibstock Brick for over 20 

years, loves the machine;

“the JcB is an essential piece of 

kit. It can reach in to tight spaces 

between conveyors and girders 

that the masted forklifts can’t access 

and the extendable boom means 

we can be away from the loading 

position but still use the reach to 

place loads. the carriage tilt feature 

helps us offload goods accurately 

and efficiently. the machine 

provides a very comfortable ride 

and the visibility over the front 

end is good as there is nothing 

obstructing the view. From an 

operator’s perspective the machine 

is very safe to drive and the full cab 

option is a necessity for us as we 

work outside during winter”.

tim Burgess, operations Director, 

agrees that safety is a key priority 

and it is a group wide stipulation 

that all machines are fitted with an 

ogden reversing radar system. 

“we certificate a variety of our 

employees to operate forklifts and it 

is company policy to specify ogden 

radar and proximity detection 

units with automatic stop on all 

mobile plant. this system was 

chosen after extensive research 

and I’m pleased with the way JcB 

engineers, watling JcB, a team 

from ogdens and Ibstock Brick 

cooperated on the inclusion of the 

ogden unit in to the JcB teletruk. 

Due to the congested working 

MANuFActurING sector

conditions in parts of our plant we 

jointly configured a 3- working zone 

process for the radar system to 

ensure the alarm would be activated 

appropriately. the alarm can be pre-

set to work inside and in moderately 

tight areas without triggering the 

device unnecessarily whilst outside it 

operates as normal. commissioned 

by Ibstock Brick the unique system 

offers more control over the 

truck and provides protection to 

pedestrians and operators alike.”

the machine has a changezee 

carriage to allow for swift interchange 

between forks and bucket. one of its 

primary jobs is loading wet sand in to 

a hopper which is then dried and fed 

in to bulk bags. A quick swap to forks 

enables the tlt to pick up the sand 

bags which are emptied in to sand 

bins for transportation to the factory 

and used for facing bricks. the JcB 

teletruk retains the forks for single 

side loading of brick packs on to 

delivery trucks and wagons. 

Many of the sites now operate 

JcB ‘s which are fully maintained 

and supported with repair and 

maintenance contracts to ensure 

optimum servicing schedules and 

minimise downtime.
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“The	Teletruk	can	
	 reach	in	to	spaces	
	 that	the	masted	
	 forklifts	can’t	access.”

OGdEn REvERSInG RAdAR SYSTEM



Low cab Teletruk improves 

container unloading at 

natural Stone and Timber.

A purpose built new depot in 

portsmouth and a second depot in 

poole for Natural stone and timber 

recently led to a review of the 

handling equipment required for the 

company’s operations. rob Byrne, 

Depot Manager, concluded that 

the construction spec telehandler 

on site was too big for the job 

and contacted local JcB dealer, 

Greenshields JcB, to conduct an 

urgent analysis of the site and 

offer recommendations. 

with the primary application being 

the unloading of decorative building 

materials such as stone, granite and 

timber from shipping containers the 

company required a machine with 

specific proportions to enable easy 

access but a machine that could also 

lift the weight of the palletised loads. 

with four wheel drive mandatory 

due to the access ramps there was 

really only one machine for the job.

step up the JcB teletruk.

A JcB tlt 30D 4x4 proved to be 

the ideal spec for the application – 

and even the need for a low cab 

and immediate delivery didn’t prove 

insurmountable for Greenshields 

JcB thanks to their demonstration 

fleet of JcB teletruks - including 

one low cab tlt 30D 4x4. this 

was put to work at the depot whilst 

the new machine was built.

 rob has now taken delivery of his 

new machine and is adamant that 

‘nothing compares to it’.

“our main job is container 

unloading and the JcB teletruk 

can get in to the enclosed space to 

pick up the loads. thanks to the 

visibility over the front load the job 

is safer and faster with this machine 

than a masted forklift. It has brilliant 

manoeuvrability and can be very 

accurate when moving goods 

around. we’ve been able to set up 

a ramp to one side in our yard and 

the teletruk can go up and down it 

all day long thanks to the 4wD.”

the machine has also helped to 

improve productivity when loading 

up customers trucks. Because of 

site constraints the machine trucks 

are parked to one side – yet can be 

loaded fully thanks to the extended 

reach provided by the teletruk. 

this has saved time too because 

curtainsiders simply open up one 

side and can pack up and go more 

quickly than previously. when 

added to the 30 minutes saved per 

container too the JcB teletruk has 

freed up time for the Natural stone 

and timber staff to pack up more 

customer orders, cut up more 

stone and generally improve the all-

round efficiency of the operation. 

“this is the best forklift we’ve had 

by a long way. with the full cab we 

can operate in all weathers, we 

stock more products now because 

we are able to stack products closer 

together and more neatly which 

improves our speed when fulfilling 

orders. we can all operate the 

truck on this site and this means 

that we can pick up anything and 

move it anywhere on site which is a 

big advantage. we are fulfilling our 

customers’ needs more efficiently 

which helps our service. It’s been 

a real bonus and we are a better 

company because of it.” 

JcB Finance was used to fund the 

machine which also carries a full 

service and maintenance plan. 

BuIlDers MerchANt sector
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“	The	JCB	Teletruk	saves	
	 30	mins	per	container.”



Accurate testing of 

weighbridges with the 

JCB Teletruk.

An somewhat unique application 

was behind the recent purchase of 

a full cab, high spec JcB tlt 35D 

4x4 in January 2013. cheshire west 

& chester council is one of only a 

very few providers of a weighbridge 

test unit in Great Britain. It is a legal 

requirement for a weighbridge to 

meet certain accuracy requirements 

if they are used for trade.

As part of the trading standards 

team for the region, rob crewe 

is the lead training standards 

practitioner and roger lee is a 

Metrology officer and operator of 

the weighbridge test unit. together 

they look after the calibration and 

testing of weighbridges throughout 

the uk – both on behalf of their 

own council and as a service 

provider to other uk councils 

and private businesses.

A JcB teletruk was chosen as the 

materials handler for the job and 

lives permanently on the back of 

the trading standard’s truck. It is 

transported from site to site where 

it unloads the calibrated 1000kg 

weights and measures and places 

them on the weighbridge. the job 

was formerly completed with a 

masted forklift but the job has been 

made much easier thanks to the 

4x4 capability available on a JcB 

teletruk, which can tackle the more 

challenging terrains encountered by 

the team. Additionally the old 2wD 

forklift was struggling to gain traction 

up the weighbridge ramp and back 

on to the truck. 

roger, who drives the teletruk, 

evaluated a range of machines 

when looking for a new truck 

including telehandlers, rough terrain 

fork lifts and competitive masted 

forklifts. working with Gunn JcB 

they narrowed the specification 

down to the JcB tlt 35D 4x4.

“I thoroughly researched all the 

options for a machine that would 

enable me to do this job more 

effectively. the JcB teletruk was 

ideal for many reasons; it has the 

right overall dimensions to be 

carried on my truck, it has the 

right lift capacity and has 4wD. 

I needed a full cab because we 

work throughout the year in all 

conditions; plus the heater is great 

and I love the radio! the suspension 

is second to none and provides a 

comfy ride – the whole cab is well 

laid out and the controls easy to use 

– it’s a breath of fresh air. A bonus is 

the telescopic boom which enables 

me to lift the roller weights from 

either side of the truck. on some 

sites I can only get access to one 

side of the truck so the ability to use 

the boom extension is great. I’m 

really impressed with this machine”.

the trading standards team can 

turn up announced to a site that is 

using a weighbridge to buy or sell 

goods or collect a toll or tariff. they 

can test weighbridges to ensure 

they are accurate and have the 

powers to close non-complying 

sites. they can also ‘stamp’ new 

or repaired weighbridges to allow 

cheshIre west & chester couNcIl

The Weighbridge Test Unit and team are available for hire for both 
private and public bodies. Cheshire West & Chester Calibration 
Service can be contacted on: 01606 271800 / 07730 925953 
calibrationservice@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk 
www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/calibrationservice

“	The	4x4	on	the	JCB	
	 Teletruk	can	cope	with	
	 all	ground	conditions;	
	 mud,	potholes,	
	 concrete	etc.”

them to be used legally. their many 

years of experience has enabled 

the team to build a self-supporting 

business that has a reputation for 

efficiency and competency. 

rob believes the machine has 

brought some extra efficiencies 

to the operation:

“It is some of the small details that 

have made a difference. the anchor 

points are a godsend for us as we’re 

loading the machine on and off the 

truck several times a day. the daily 

checks are so much more accessible 

and simple, whilst in the cab the 

wash wipers and de-mister lets us 

get on with the job in all weathers. 

Driver safety is paramount to us, so 

the full cab option and suspension 

seat ensures the operator is safe 

and comfortable – which helps 

productivity. A major benefit is the 

1/2 speed which shifts power to the 

front wheels giving extra pull up the 

ramps. All these little bits add up to 

a time saving which allows us to take 

on a couple of extra jobs per month. 

we’ve really come in to the modern 

world with this machine!”

roger attended a JcB vIp teletruk 

day and found himself enthusing to 

other customers of the machine. 
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northamptonshire based 

scaffolding contractor Astro 

Access Services Ltd, has 

been carrying out work 

on domestic, commercial 

and industrial construction 

projects since 2002 and 

caters for both large and 

small contracts.

the company has enjoyed 

significant growth over the last few 

years, winning a continual flow of 

new business. 

Fully accredited to both the 

contractors health and safety 

Assessment scheme (chAs) and 

safety Management Advisory 

services (sMAs), the company 

prides itself on its health and 

safety credentials. every one 

of the team is fully trained and 

certificated in the erection and 

dismantling of scaffolding.

with a confined site on an 

industrial estate in the heart of 

Northampton, the company was 

renting construction specification 

machines for on-site handling of 

scaffold tubes, boards and stillages 

but the machines were proving too 

large for the working area. 

An article about the JcB teletruk 

in a magazine prompted company 

owner and MD Andy Baugh to 

contact local distributor watling 

JcB who undertook a site 

survey. A machine demonstration 

confirmed the JcB teletruk 

offered the size, versatility 

and performance to meet the 

daily needs of loading and 

unloading trucks, moving around 

palletised loads and general 

materials handling.

“the machine was easily able 

to handle all our jobs and the 

fact that JcB Finance provided a 

very attractive finance rate sealed 

the deal. we’ve also increased 

productivity because we can 

work faster now.”

the JcB teletruk 30D, in 

particular, has proved invaluable 

for loading up trucks. previously 

the operator had to move the 

truck to load each side but with the 

extendable boom they can now 

park the truck to one side and load 

it up easily. this has minimised 

truck movements and freed up 

space for offloaded goods. 

roy willmott supervises the 

operation and jointly owns 

the business.

“the JcB teletruk is a godsend. 

Not just because of the boom, 

which has really helped the way 

we manage our loading operation 

but also because the visibility 

is excellent. safety is really 

important in this sector and 

the machine definitely enhances 

our procedures”.

the 2wd machine is very nimble 

and can manoeuvre within the 

constraints of a small site, yet it 

can also load up 35 x 21’ scaffold 

tubes or 50 boards with no 

problem, according to operator 

paul Jelley. ‘It’s so much better 

than our previous machines and 

does everything we ask of it”.

scAFFolDING Access sector
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“	The	availability	
	 of	JCB	Finance	
	 sealed	the	deal.”



After 17 years of service 

the masted forklift at HR 

Wallingford was ready to be 

exchanged for something 

more modern and productive. 

the company, one of the world’s 

foremost civil engineering 

and environmental hydraulics 

organisation, is based in oxford 

and offers physical modelling, ship 

simulation and flood testing services 

to a range of international and 

domestic clients. 

with bespoke modelling facilities 

covering over 120000m² at 

their modern business park the 

company, amongst their many 

research activities, builds scaled 

down models to simulate flood 

defences, wave patterns and 

coastal management systems using 

a variety of equipment including 

fabrications manufactured in-house 

and construction materials such as 

sand, aggregate and concrete. 

previously hiring in a skid steer 

loader for bucket work – and using 

the forklift for fetching and carrying 

duties - clive rayfield, physical 

laboratory Manager, undertook a 

competitive benchmarking exercise 

to find a replacement machine that 

could tick the size and productivity 

boxes. with space restrictions 

in certain locations the physical 

dimensions of the machine were 

important – narrow overall width, 

short overall length and low cab 

height – whilst the ability to lift 

heavy items also an 

essential criterion. 

“when I was researching our next 

machine, one product stood out 

and that was the JcB teletruk. 

specifically the JcB tlt 30D 

which could provide the versatility 

we required and had the added 

benefit of a diff lock for running 

up ballast and an optional low cab 

to work underneath our offices. 

however I hadn’t seen this machine 

before so, on making contact with 

the kidlington depot of watling 

JcB, I was pleased to be offered 

a demonstration truck for a few 

weeks. this enabled us to test the 

machine fully and get feedback from 

our drivers; who really liked it. we 

justified the additional cost of this 

machine because it enabled us to 

stop hiring in a second machine. 

this one now does the work 

that two machines did before. 

we were also pleased to buy a 

British machine.”

the JcB teletruk has also 

minimised some of the manual 

handling chores because the 

extendable boom can reach over 

objects to lift loads and it can 

position and place very accurately. 

A number of attachments are used 

including sideshift forks, a bucket 

for aggregate and a crane jib 

which was adapted to suit the 

machine’s carriage.

1. The JCB Teletruk moves 

the large wave machines using 

the adapted crane jib. HR 

Wallingford manufacture these 

hi-tech fabrications in-house for 

organisations all over the world. 

2. The bucket is fitted to 

distribute construction materials 

around the bays where simulated 

water environments are created. 

Aggregate is used to build scaled 

down river defence walls. The 

stones are sourced at exact sizes 

to replicate the real environment.

3. Forks are used for many 

fetching and carrying duties. 

The reach on the boom has 

really enabled the drivers to lift 

and place loads more easily.

4. The narrow width of the 

machine means it can access 

tight spaces in the unit.

FABrIcAtIoNs AND MoDellING sector
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“	We’ve	stopped	
	 hiring	in	a	second	
	 machine	thanks	
	 to	the	Teletruk.”
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The secret behind the success 

of the JCB Teletruk lies in 

the unique combination of 

compact machine footprint 

and telescopic boom.

the small overall package of the 

truck gives it the ability to perform 

tasks in areas and applications that 

would be difficult for conventional 

counterbalanced forklifts and 

what makes the JcB teletruk 

even more unique is the facility to 

switch attachments in less than a 

minute thanks to the JcB designed 

changezee hydraulic quick-

disconnect system. this simple, 

easy to use system is operated 

from within the cab helping to 

keep the operator safe and 

comfortable and ensuring 

that the next job is only a 

quick switch away.

A whole host of attachments can 

be fitted to the machine including 

the Bagezee, a hydraulic bucket with 

trapdoor that can pick up sand or 

other loose building materials and fill 

a bulk bag at the touch of a button. 

rotators, clamps, grabs, long forks 

and a range of buckets can all be 

specified with the JcB teletruk 

to ensure that more jobs can be 

completed with this machine than 

any other forklift.

the machine is designed to work 

in all environments; from concrete 

yards to rough terrains and can be 

specified as either 2 or 4 wheel 

drive and powered by either lpG or 

Diesel. with safety at the forefront 

of the design the JcB teletruk 

features roll-over protection 

system (rops) and Falling object 

protection system (Fops) and 

a robust front screen guard as 

standard regardless of the operating 

environment. JcB’s Adaptive 

load control meets legislation for 

telescopic machines and enables the 

operator to operate easily within 

safe load parameters thanks to the 

in-cab warning indicator system. the 

boom also features hose burst check 

valves - as found on larger machines 

which prevent the load from falling in 

the event of a hydraulic failure.

placing loads over obstacles is easy 

with the JcB teletruk. there’s no 

need to shunt pallets around for 

access - simply reach and lower. And 

boasting the first full tilt carriage on a 

counter balanced lift truck the boom 

end carriage rotates accurately 

through 111° to pick up, travel and 

discharge loads with perfect control 

and stability.

You won’t find a more productive 

fork lift.

proDuctIvItY AND versAtIlItY
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Revolutionary machine assists 

revolution in food waste at 

Local Generation.

one of the newest and most 

advanced anaerobic digestion plants 

in the uk is home to one of the 

world’s most innovative industrial 

forklifts, the JcB teletruk.

local Generation in March, 

cambridgeshire turns food 

waste from supermarkets, food 

manufacturers and households in 

to electricity via a technologically 

advanced but ethical and economic 

digestion process. A whole range 

of packaged and unpackaged 

foods can be handled at the plant 

including meat, dairy, baked goods, 

vegetables and processed foods, 

both solid and liquid. 

A couple of JcB machines help 

to handle the incoming waste. A 

wheeled loading shovel provides 

the power to stockpile and 

load a hopper, which screens 

and separates larger items for 

compacting. the remaining organic 

slurry material is transported 

to a buffer for pasteurising and 

cooling before a digester creates 

the methane which is used to 

generate enough green electricity 

to power the site, as well as their 

sister company Fenmarc, 

a major vegetable supplier to the 

supermarkets surplus energy is 

supplied to the national grid to 

supply local homes.

local Generation also produces 

digestate which is used by local 

farmers as a soil conditioner and 

organic alternative to chemical 

fertilisers. the company is 

committed to helping the uk 

achieve co² emission targets and is 

making its mark after just 18 months 

of operation. 

the JcB teletruk tackles multiple 

handling jobs from unloading 

palletised goods off delivery 

trucks and transferring them to 

the reception hall, to fetching and 

carrying goods around the site 

and loading the hopper. A rotator 

attachment on the JcB teletruk 

provides a quick and easy solution 

for tipping loads on to the stockpile 

whilst a bucket attachment can be 

efficiently interchanged thanks to 

the JcB changezee quick 

release system. 

russ Baker is the plant Manager at 

local Generation’s westry site.

“the JcB teletruk 30D was 

specified by us here at local 

Generation thanks to its versatility. 

It’s used for a wide range of tasks 

so the ability to swap attachments 

is key for us. the forwards reach 

is very helpful when unloading 

wagons, but it is also the clear, 

unobstructed view of the load 

that was appealing too. As an 

organisation we are very safety 

conscious and this is a benefit for 

our operators. we’re very pleased 

with the machine”.

FooD wAste sector
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“	The	clear	unobstructed	view	of	
	 the	load	is	important	on	our	site.”



JCB Teletruks ensure 

maximum usage of large 

storage site in Lincoln.

william sinclair horticulture was 

established back in 1850 and has 

grown to become one of the 

uk’s leading producers of garden 

compost; supplying approximately 

1 million cubic metres of growing 

media and a range of horticultural 

products to both the retail and 

professional grower markets.

the company is headquartered 

in lincoln where it has a 

manufacturing and bagging site 

and an extensive 22 acre site 

for warehousing, storage and 

distribution. transportation 

between the two sites is provided 

by tractors and trailers which are 

loaded up with palletised goods for 

storage inside and outside.

At the heart of the distribution 

operation is a concreted area 

where trucks can be parked and 

easily loaded by a fleet of masted 

forklifts for onward movement 

to customers.

however, additional land around 

the perimeter of the site has 

been brought in to operation 

thanks to the unique abilities of 

the JcB teletruk. the purchase 

of 2 JcB tlt 35D’s with 4wD 

helped to turn this previously 

redundant, uneven and muddy 

area into useable storage space for 

some 14000 additional pallets –

increasing the capacity of the site by 

approximately 20% and eliminating 

the need to rent additional storage 

space during peak production. 

the machines work unhindered 

in these ground conditions thanks 

to four wheel drive, whilst the 

forward reach capabilities of the 

machine means that a smaller 

area is required for loading and 

unloading. trailers are parked to 

one side and the goods discharged 

or loaded from one side leaving 

more space to stack 

palletised goods.

this saves at least 5 
minutes per trailer and 
with 4 trailers per hour 
at least 8 hours per 
day the time savings 
stack up to a good 
12 or 13 per hours 
per week – allowing 
greater throughput 
of deliveries.

william sinclair stands for high 

levels of service and trust and 

cares for the environment. the 

company is religiously working to 

Government guidelines to reduce 

peat content. Its on site laboratory 

produces new blends of compost 

that are tested with the help of 

Nottingham university. their New 

horizon brand recently won the 

which! Awards for leading peat 

free product.

hortIculture sector
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“	Capacity	on	
	 this	site	has	
	 been	increased	
	 by	20%	thanks	
	 to	our	4WD	
	 Teletrucks.”

“The	ability	to	load	from	one	side	
	 has	increased	our	storage	capacity.”



new machines and old work 

side by side at the dockside.

DFDs is northern europe’s largest 

integrated shipping and logistics 

company. operating from a 200 

acre site in Immingham the logistics 

arm of the business provides road 

and rail-linked warehousing and 

distribution services.

the company was quick to spot the 

benefits of the JcB teletruk and 

back in 2005 leased 3 units which 

were painted in the company’s 

distinctive blue branding. these 

machines are still going strong today 

and the company has subsequently 

bought the units which continue to 

operate day in day out handling a 

wide range of goods. the machines 

are maintained by the company’s 

in-house maintenance team with 

support from JcB dealer, 

tc harrison JcB.

A new JcB tlt 35D has also 

recently been delivered by 

tc harrison JcB for use in 

warehouse eleven which accepts 

deliveries of imported paper, 

packaging and cardboard goods, 

mainly from scandinavia, 

for handling, stocking and 

onward distribution. 

In addition to being the only 

machines on site capable of loading 

and unloading containers the 

fleet of teletruks also handle all 

incoming goods that are loaded 

on and off Mafi, flat bed trailers 

and curtain sided wagons. 

tony Blendell is the operations 

Manager and rates the machine as 

a ‘first class piece of equipment’ 

and ‘one of those machines you 

need in your fleet’. he specified the 

machines for their unique ability to 

discharge and load from one side;

“If we used traditional fork lifts we’d 

need twice the room to load our 

trailers so these machines save 

us space – which helps to keep 

our yard clear for the volume of 

vehicles that arrive on and off site 

all day. Also the reach on the boom 

means we don’t have to dismantle 

stacks to reach for a particular 

pallet – it can simply reach over 

and lift the pallet needed. the fact 

the three original machines are 

still fully operational is testament 

to the build quality and durability 

of the product. we look after our 

machines, but this level of reliability 

is key to our operations.”

kevin wilson drives the new 

JcB tlt 35D. 

“It’s a brilliant tool – it saves me a 

lot of work by loading from one 

side. I don’t have to mess around 

on both sides of the trailer – I can 

reach across and pick up or offload. 

the JcB’s are versatile trucks that 

can do anything and save me time. 

they’re invaluable”.

ports AND terMINAls sector
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“If	we	used	traditional	forklifts	
	 we’d	need	twice	the	room	to	
	 load	the	trailers.”



Burton on Trent in 

Staffordshire is the 

epicentre of the British 

brewing industry. The local 

water used to brew infamous 

beer brands such as Pedigree, 

Bass and EPA comes from 

pure limestone natural springs 

in the Burton area and is 

highly suitable for brewing.

Burton on trent in staffordshire is 

the epicentre of the British brewing 

industry. the local water used to 

brew infamous beer brands such as 

pedigree, Bass and epA comes from 

pure limestone natural springs in the 

Burton area and is highly suitable 

for brewing.

Marstons dates back to 1834 

when horse drawn carriages 

would deliver kegs of beer to local 

hostelries. times have certainly 

changed and the company is now 

the uk’s leading independent 

brewer distributing its famous 

brands to every corner of the globe 

via rail, road and air. 

the company was the first in the 

brewery sector to recognise the 

unique benefits of the JcB teletruk 

to handle incoming and outgoing 

palletised loads. A JcB tlt25G 

was bought to complement the 

company’s range of masted fork lift 

trucks and is used for doing the jobs 

around the plant that a standard 

truck can’t – such as using the 

telescopic boom to unload pallets 

from box vans that otherwise have 

to be roped up and pulled out – 

which is both more time consuming 

and labour intensive. equally the 

machine is used to reach over 

loads (that would otherwise need 

to be moved first) to gain access to 

stacks of pallets that are tilting and 

in danger of collapsing. According to 

peter slater, warehouse Manager:

“the JcB teletruk has, without 

doubt, saved us a lot of money by 

rescuing stock at risk of damage. 

It can reach over to rectify the 

leaning pallets. It’s also reduced the 

health & safety risks as this is now 

a mechanical rather than a manual 

task. It’s an absolute godsend: it is a 

vital piece of machinery to an ever 

changing market place and an aid to 

the continued success of Marstons”

equally the machine has enabled 

the company to provide a solution 

to supermarkets requiring euro 

size pallets of beer (800mm) rather 

than the standard 1200mm. three 

stacks of pallets on the back of a 

wagon can be difficult to unload 

with a standard fork truck, but the 

JcB truck was suitably flexible to 

undertake the job and deemed safe 

enough to take straight in to store 

for roll in roll out operations. 

Now, due to increased demand for 

Marstons’ products and following 

the installation of a new bottling 

plant, the company is reviewing 

its storage requirements and this 

will increase warehousing space, 

but decrease loading space. In 

anticipation of the requirement to 

single side trucks parked back to 

back in future  the company has 

taken delivery of a second  JcB 

teletruk – the tlt 35D – to 

undertake the loading duties. 

the machine has been specified 

with a keg clamp attachment to 

handle 18 x 9 litre kegs at a time 

and this was weight tested by 

JcB engineers to ensure strict 

compliance to lifting regulations. 

Graham Benford is the Fleet 

Manager responsible for sourcing 

the machine;

“the flexibility of the machine is 

key to the work it does here at 

Marstons. It can do everything a 

normal forklift does but does so 

much more too. the JcB can 

replace our masted forklifts but 

the masted trucks can’t replace 

the JcB. It’s as simple as that”.

BrewING sector
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“	The	JCB	Teletruk	has	saved	us	a	lot	of	money	
	 by	rescuing	leaning	pallets	using	the	forwards	
	 reach	and	carriage	rotation.”



new JCB Teletruk replaces 

tried and tested second 

hand JCB Teletruk.

owens Nutrition – a small, 

successful animal feeds 

manufacturer – is situated on 

Frigidale Farm in the stunning 

North Yorkshire countryside. 

A rural business with its roots 

firmly in agriculture, the company 

manufactures a range of molassed 

mineral buckets, animal feeds, grass 

leys, game shooting and equestrian 

buckets. Distributed all over the 

uk and exported to europe, the 

company has enjoyed consistent 

growth even during the challenging 

economic climate of the past 

few years. 

prior to recent expansion the 

company had a small delivery yard 

and needed a machine that would 

cope with single sided loading in a 

relatively confined space. having 

seen the JcB teletruk at the 

Great Yorkshire show, company 

owner, Andy owens, bought a 

reasonably new, but second hand 

JcB teletruk 35D from dealer tc 

harrison JcB. the machine not 

only loaded up all wagons arriving 

on site to collect owens Nutritions 

products, but also undertook niche 

handling jobs on site requiring 

forwards reach and also switched 

to a bucket for grit handling 

during winter.

when the time came to swap 

the machine over Andy knew he 

wanted another JcB teletruk;

“versatility is key to this machine. 

It does all the jobs of our other 

masted forklifts but can undertake a 

whole raft of extra tasks too. we’ve 

now got more yard space but 

choose to single side load because 

it is far more efficient. Delivery 

drivers come on to our site and 

are really pleased to see the JcB 

teletruk because they know they 

will be in and out more quickly. 

they love the fact that they only 

need to open one curtain on their 

truck. It’s a win win. they save time 

by leaving our yard quickly and we 

can load them up quickly then carry 

on with the manufacturing.”

the latest JcB teletruk to be 

delivered to owens Nutrition has 

a more powerful engine and can 

handle large pallets of bucketed 

feed with ease. It is also the only 

machine on site that can access 

containers when they are brought 

on site for unloading. the extra 

versatility, according to Andy, is 

worth the extra premium paid 

for the machine, especially when 

residual value is considered. the 

well renowned machine is very 

popular in the second hand, as 

well as the new, market. 

“Most people, if they buy one 

JcB teletruk, will always go on 

to have another whether that be 

to replace an older machine or 

to extend the fleet. It’s a fantastic 

machine. the fact that it’s made 

in Britain is a bonus.”

AGrIculturAl sector
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“	Delivery	drivers	are	really	pleased	to	
	 see	the	JCB	Teletruk	because	they	
	 know	they	will	be	in	and	out	quickly.”
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“	The	JCB	Teletruk	is	fitted	with	a	crane	hook	
	 to	move	large	fabrications	at	HR	Wallingford	
	 in	Oxford.	The	machine	takes	the	weight	of	the	
	 fabrication	at	one	end	whilst	a	hand	operated	
	 pallet	mover	helps	to	guide	it	at	the	other.”



Email: teletruk@jcb.com  Tel: 0800 581761
To find your local dealer visit www.jcbteletruk.com

 See the JCB Teletruk in action at www.youtube.com/jcbfilms

9999/5739
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